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In response to recognition in the late 1960s and early 1970s that traditional incarceration was
not working, alternatives to standard prison settings were sought and developed. One of
those alternatives—community-based corrections—had been conceived in the 1950s as a
system that might prove more progressive, humane, and effective, particularly with people
who had committed less serious criminal offenses and for whom incarceration, with constant
exposure to serious offenders and career criminals, might prove more damaging than
rehabilitative. The alternative of community corrections has evolved to become a substantial
part of the criminal justice and correctional system, spurred in recent years not so much by a
progressive, humane philosophy as by dramatically increasing prison populations, court
orders to "fix" overextended prison settings, and an economic search for cost savings.
Although community correction programs have been in place for some 40 years now, to date
no comprehensive reference resource has tackled this topic. Accessible and jargon-free and
available in both print and electronic formats, the one-volume Encyclopedia of Community
Corrections will explore all aspects of community corrections, from its philosophical
foundation to its current inception. Features & Benefits: 150 signed entries (each with Cross
References and Further Readings) are organized in A-to-Z fashion to give students easy
access to the full range of topics in community corrections. A thematic Reader's Guide in the
front matter groups entries by broad topical or thematic areas to make it easy for users to
find related entries at a glance. In the electronic version, the Reader's Guide combines with a
detailed Index and the Cross References to provide users with convenient search-and-browse
capacities. A Chronology in the back matter helps students put individual events into broader
historical context. A Glossary provides students with concise definitions to key terms in the
field. A Resource Guide to classic books, journals, and web sites (along with the Further
Readings accompanying each entry) guides students to further resources in their research
journeys. An Appendix offers statistics from the Bureau of Justice.
In America today, one in every hundred adults is behind bars. As our prison population has
exploded, 'law and order' interest groups have also grown -- in numbers and political clout. In
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The Toughest Beat, Joshua Page argues in crisp, vivid prose that the Golden State's prison
boom fueled the rise of one of the most politically potent and feared interest groups in the
nation: the California Correctional Peace Officers Association (CCPOA). As it made great
strides for its members, the prison officers' union also fundamentally altered the composition
and orientation of the penal field. The Toughest Beat is essential reading for anyone
concerned with contemporary crime and punishment, interest group politics, and public
sector labor unions.
Thoroughly revised and updated, the third edition of the best-selling textbook Prison and Jail
Administration: Practice and Theory covers all aspects of prison administration, from
organizational structure and management accountability to food service, personnel
corruption, and the impact of technology on penal institutions. Authored by over sixty leading
experts in the field, the text provides students with a unique balance of practice and theory,
and includes suggested readings, learning objectives, and discussion questions to help
students gain an in-depth understanding of the material. The third edition includes all-new
pedagogical features, instructor resources, and new chapters on current topics, such as
women offenders, the world of a corrections officer, hiring and retention of staff, institution
pre-release programs, and restorative justice. The most comprehensive and accessible prison
administration textbook available, Prison and Jail Administration: Practice and Theory, Third
Edition is essential reading for students in correctional administration courses.
The relationship between offender and criminal justice practitioner has shifted throughout
rehabilitative history, whether situated within psychological interventions, prison or
probation. This relationship has evolved and adapted over time, but interpersonal processes
remain central to offender work. However, little work has critically focused upon the
challenging task of developing and sustaining positive relationships with offenders. This book
addresses this gap, providing an in-depth exploration of the processes which underpin
correctional relationships within probation. Through an innovative methodology, it examines
how practitioners can enhance their practice by understanding how relationships form,
deepen and end effectively. For the first time, it draws on the experiences of offenders and
practitioners to uncover the darker side to relationships, identifying how they can rupture
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and break down. From this exploration, it presents alternative ways in which relationships can
be repaired and safeguarded within correctional practice. In essence, this book assists
practitioners in becoming successful supporters of change. In an increasingly competitive and
politicised climate, this book outlines how political and organisational tensions can impact
upon the flow of relationships across the criminal justice system. Uniquely, this book
examines how these tensions can be overcome to produce transformative changes. Lewis
suggests that therapeutic correctional relationships can thrive within a number of
correctional settings and presents the core principles of relational practice and dynamic
model of therapeutic correctional relationships to assist in achieving quality and sustainable
practice. This book will appeal to criminological and psychological scholars as well as students
studying probation and prison practice, offender rehabilitation and desistance.
Prison and Jail Administration: Practice and Theory
Creating Humane Spaces in Secure Settings
Rehabilitation, Reentry, and Reintegration
Practice and Policy
Correctional Ethics
Theory, research and practice
This book distils thirty years of research on the impacts of jail and prison environments. The research program
began with evaluations of new jails that were created by the US Bureau of Prisons, which had a novel design
intended to provide a non-traditional and safe environment for pre-trial inmates and documented the stunning
success of these jails in reducing tension and violence. This book uses assessments of this new model as a basis
for considering the nature of environment and behavior in correctional settings and more broadly in all human
settings. It provides a critical review of research on jail environments and of specific issues critical to the way
they are experienced and places them in historical and theoretical context. It presents a contextual model for the
way environment influences the chance of violence.
Is it possible to develop and instill a professional ethic for prison personnel that, in partnership with formal
regulatory constraints, will mediate relations among officers, staff, and inmates, or are the failures of
imprisonment as an ethically-constrained institution so deeply etched into its structure that no professional ethic
is possible? The contributors to this volume struggle with this central question and its broader and narrower
ramifications.
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Special Needs Offenders in Correctional Institutions offers a unique opportunity to examine the different
populations behind bars (e.g. chronically and mentally ill, homosexual, illegal immigrants, veterans, radicalised
inmates, etc.), as well as their needs and the corresponding impediments for rehabilitation and reintegration.
Managing a correctional agency hinges on effectively recruiting, training, directing, and motivating people to
provide a stable and safe correctional facility. Providing current information on the management and supervision
of correctional facilities, this revised and updated Third Edition offers practical advice based on direct
experience. Designed for upper-undergraduate criminal justice and sociology courses, readers will learn about
relevant trends with regard to correctional institutions, as well as sentencing, judicial treatment and correctional
management philosophies. This comprehensive text covers all the major management topics required for those
entering corrections, including labor-management relations, legal issues, writing, effective delegation, coping
with changing environments, and more. The Effective Corrections Manager, Third Edition provides expanded
coverage on supervision, report writing, and interpersonal relations. In terms of supervision the text includes
expanded discussions on issues first time supervisors will encounter, building and maintaining morale,
recognizing the need for training subordinates, and developing, implementing, and enforcing facility policies.
This Third Edition stresses the importance of accurate report writing, including expanded coverage of strategies
for writing incident reports, techniques for reviewing reports, and consequences for poor language and writing
skills. Finally, it contains refined coverage of relationships between a supervisor and subordinates, recognizing
and controlling potential conflicts between staff members, establishing appropriate positive relationships with
inmates, motiving subordinates, and more. New to the Third Edition: - Chapters have been combined and
condensed to better fit curriculum and course schedule. - Provides expanded coverage on supervision, report
writing, and interpersonal relations. Instructor Resources include a Test Bank and PowerPoint Lecture Outlines.
Correctional Boot Camps:
Total Quality Management in Government
Book Review Index
A History of U.S. Federal Corrections
A Cultural Perspective
Proceedings of the ... Annual Congress of Correction of the American Correctional Association

By adopting Total Quality Management (TQM) strategies, business organizations are working
smarter and gaining the competitive edge. The authors cite examples of successes of TQM in
specific government agencies, including the Treasury Department, to reveal how the principles
of TQM can be applied at all levels of government. The book provides numerous charts and
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diagrams that show concretely how to apply the concepts and techniques of TQM within any
governmental organization. The authors offer case examples that detail what organizational
changes are to be implemented when TQM is introduced.
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Includes all testable terms, concepts, persons, places, and
events. Cram101 Just the FACTS101 studyguides gives all of the outlines, highlights, and
quizzes for your textbook with optional online comprehensive practice tests. Only Cram101 is
Textbook Specific. Accompanies: 9780763733117. This item is printed on demand.
Prison and Jail Administration: Practice and Theory, Second Edition has been completely
revised an updated to include the latest research and best practices in corrections
management. This book is the compendium for correctional administration courses, covering
everything from organizational structure and management accountability to food service,
personnel corruption, and the impact of technology in penal institutions. With chapters
contributed by over sixty leading academics and practitioners, this text provides students with
a unique balance of practice and theory. Suggested readings, learning objectives, discussion
questions, and a glossary help students gain an in-depth understanding of the material.
Unique behind-the-scenes account of the Camp David peace talks.
Theory, Research, and Policy
Managing Correctional Crises
The Toughest Beat
Correctional Supervision for the Future
Contemporary Corrections
Prisons, Communities, and Economics in Rural America
Here is the long and interesting history of Virginia's search for effective correctional measures. Paul Keve shows that Virginia's correctional history
mirrors the economic, cultural, and political conditions that have characterized the state as a whole. Not long after the Revolution, Virginia leaders looked
to the North and to Europe for innovative approaches. Authorized in 1796, the penitentiary built in Richmond was the embodiment of an immense hope for
the humane correction of criminals. From that time until the Civil War, penitentiary managers eagerly tried to implement the device of imprisonment
combined with work, rather than corporal punishment. After the war, Virginia joined other southern states in exploiting convict labor. But as Virginia came
into the twentieth century, the system gradually was expanded beyond the penitentiary. Throughout its history, Keve traces the system's attitude toward its
inmates. From the final abandonment of whipping to the development of realistic alternative programs, the state struggled to attain a mature and modern
approach to corrections. -- From publisher's description.
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Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Includes all testable terms, concepts, persons, places, and events. Cram101 Just the FACTS101 studyguides gives all of
the outlines, highlights, and quizzes for your textbook with optional online comprehensive practice tests. Only Cram101 is Textbook Specific. Accompanies:
9781449645465. This item is printed on demand.
Following an overview of philosophies of punishment and a brief history of punishments and corrections, Mays and Winfree (both at New Mexico State U.)
discuss sentencing and criminal sanctions, jails and detention facilities, prison systems, inmates, probation and parole, community corrections, corrections
careers and program administration. The final chapter considers future trends, including increasingly numbers of special needs inmate populations and
offender control through new sure-to-be controversial electronic/ biological methods, and research needs. Chapters contain critical review questions,
photos, key term summaries, cases cited, supporting data and tables. Includes a glossary. c. Book News Inc.
The fourth edition of best-selling Criminology: Theory, Research, and Policy discusses criminal behavior and explores the factors that contribute to crime
as well as the social reactions to crime. The digital edition of this book is missing some of the images or content found in the physical edition.
Rethinking Corrections
Correctional Administration
The History of Corrections in Virginia
Handbook on Prisons
Quick Reference to Correctional Administration

Provides an overview of all aspects of managing inmates in adult correctional facilities. Takes key policies and procedures of the
Bureau of Prisons and adapts them for general correctional use.
This work is an in-depth, on-the-ground examination of how prisons impact rural communities, including a revealing study of two
rural communities that have chosen prisons as an economic development strategy. * Provides compelling data from over 200 formal
and informal interviews of local politicians, residents, and prison officials, including the former directors of Texas's prison system *
Utilizes a combination of two qualitative methods to conduct the research
Paying particular attention to present issues, policies and procedures, Correctional Administration provides excellent coverage of both
theory and practice. The book is written to help readers understand the past, present and future of corrections, the functions of
correctional administrators and the issues that drive administrators to create new operational approaches to new challenges. The
book is organized to provide readers with essential history and background, an understanding of critical issues, the functions of
correctional operations and projections for future needs. Features excellent case studies and practical examples This volume covers
the past, present and future of correctional management and administration, managing offenders, managing the environment,
managing correctional staff and the future of correctional administration. For corrections professionals and others interested in
correctional administration.
The Effective Corrections ManagerCorrectional Supervision for the FutureJones & Bartlett Publishers
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Special Needs Offenders in Correctional Institutions
Criminology
Politics, Punishment, and the Prison Officers Union in California
The Big House in a Small Town
Prison and Jail Administration
Offender-Based State Corrections Information System
Key Issues in Corrections is a fascinating book that critically analyzes the most important challenges affecting the correctional
system in the United States. Jeffrey Ian Ross, an expert in the field, builds on his acclaimed book Special Problems in Corrections
to examine both long-standing and emerging issues, grounding the discussion in empirical research and current events. This fully
updated edition integrates new scholarship, lawsuits, and the use of technology; introduces and evaluates new corrections policies
and practices; and features two new sections, "The Privatization of Prisons" and "The Death Penalty," as well as links to a
companion website. Offering a no-nonsense approach to the problems faced by correctional officers, correctional managers,
prisoners, and the public, this solutions-focused book will be a vital resource for students of criminology.
Focusing on prisons, this title is a useful reference for practitioners working in prisons and other parts of the criminal justice
system. It explores a range of historical and contemporary issues relating to prisons, imprisonment and prison management.
This book explains how to handle prison and jail crises, such as violence, hunger strikes, suicides, hostage takings, and riots,
using real examples. Topics covered include : the various stages of crisis from indications of impending crises and what starts
disturbances; general guidelines for managing a crisis; and how to handle specific types of crises.
In tracing the evolution of federal imprisonment, Paul W. Keve emphasizes the ways in which corrections history has been affected
by and is reflective of other trends in the political and cultural life of the United States. The federal penal system has undergone
substantial evolution over two hundred years. Keve divides this evolutionary process into three phases. During the first phase,
from 1776 through the end of the nineteenth century, no federal prisons existed in the United States. Federal prisoners were
simply boarded in state or local facilities. It was in the second phase, starting with the passage of the Three Prison Act by
Congress in 1891, that federal facilities were constructed at Leavenworth and Atlanta, while the old territorial prison at McNeil
Island in Washington eventually became, in effect, the third prison. In this second phase, the federal government began the
enormous task of providing its own prison cells. Still, there was no effective supervisory force to make a prison system. In 1930,
the Federal Bureau of Prisons was created, marking the third phase of the prison system's evolution. The Bureau, in its first sixty
years of existence, introduced numerous correctional innovations, thereby building an effective, centrally controlled prison system
with progressive standards. Keve details the essential characteristics of this now mature system, guiding the reader through the
historical process to the present day.
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The Effective Corrections Manager
Therapeutic Correctional Relationships
OBSCIS
The Management of Correctional Institutions
Correctional Supervision for the Future by Gladwin, Bridget, ISBN 9781449645465
Discretion, Community, and Correctional Ethics

Explores the challenges faced by convicted offenders over the course of rehabilitation and reintegration. Each
chapter focuses on a specific phase of the process.
Every 3rd issue is a quarterly cumulation.
Are security policies and procedures supporting a treatment environment? Are treatment cultures threatening
the safety and security of correctional facilities? It is time to seriously debate and challenge our current process
of ensuring community safety while at the same time addressing the underlying causes of criminal behavior.
Over the last 40 years, incarceration rates in the United States have almost doubled as a result of our justice
system and its guidelines. Researched-based studies show a large population of incarcerated people have
underlining trauma related to addiction and criminal behavior. In this book, the authors share their experience in
implementing a trauma-informed treatment program within a correctional facility. The journey is filled with heavy
debates, extreme stress, hilarious happenings, and giant psychological and philosophical challenges. The
reader will be a 'fly on the wall' as the trauma therapist and department of corrections lieutenant battle through
their conflicting priorities. The reader will follow the many debates between the elements of treatment and
security. This eavesdropping dialog provides the reader the opportunity to come to their own conclusion as to
how to best implement a trauma treatment program inside a correctional setting. The style of writing is
exceptionally useful to the undergraduate's ability to apply deep introspection in their upcoming career in any
field dealing with human behavior but particularly in criminology and social work.
Across America, crime is a consistent public concern. The authors have produced a comprehensive work on
major criminological theories, combining classical criminology with new topics, such as Internet crime and
terrorism. The text also focuses on how criminology shapes public policy.
Criminal Justice Review
Correcting Treatment in Corrections
Former Prisoners and Conflict Transformation in No
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Prisons and the American Conscience
Key Issues in Corrections
Practice and Theory
Correctional Ethics gathers the most prominent contributions to this burgeoning field,
ranging from the philosophy of punishment through to ethical appraisals of incarceration,
the professional responsibilities of prison personnel, and formative work in restorative
justice. In addition, it provides an annotated research agenda to help shape the
development of a comprehensive correctional ethic. For those working in correctional
ethics, this collection provides an essential resource.
"This second edition provides an authentic look at the field of correctional
administration–from its historical roots to the management of the correctional staff,
environment, and facility. ... Case studies, experiential exercises and group assignments
appear throughout and help students understand leadership theories and supervisory
practices."--Publisher's website.
This book provides the first systematic study of prison governors, a hidden and powerful,
but much neglected, group of criminal justice practitioners. Its focus is on how they
carry out their task, how that has changed over time and how their role has evolved. A
number of important suggestions are also put forward for changes that should be made to
policy and practice, and the subsequent implications for how our prisons should be
governed in the future.
Section 1 (pages 1 to 68) presents an overview of the literature on prison management,
and the results of a national survey of wardens which enquired into actual management
styles, problem-solving techniques, and decision-making approaches. The national survey
aimed to determine how much the literature reflected the wardens' management practices.
Findings showed that corrections management largely reflects the literature in that it
has inconsistencies, an emphasis on personnel experience, and an inward focus. These
results were used to develop a perspective focusing on a humane and caring relationship
between manager and staff. Section 2 (pages 72 to 301) contains abstracts of the 100
'most important works, both essay and research, on correctional institution management'.
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Federal Probation
Correctional Supervision for the Future by Phillips, Richard L. , Isbn 9780763733117
Integrating Theory and Practice
Past, Present, and Future
Beyond the Wire
Correctional Leadership
This authoritative reference covers all the necessary and relevant management areas at a level of detail that will be
useful to all those working in prisons. Examples from the real world of contemporary corrections and exercises that
parallel real-world situations.
Boot camps have developed over the past two decades into a program that incorporates a military regimen to create a
structured environment. While some critics of this method of corrections suggest that the confrontational nature of
the program is antithetical to treatment, authors Doris Layton MacKenzie and Gaylene Styve Armstrong present
research knowledge and personal discussions with community leaders that offer insight into both the strengths and
weaknesses of this controversial form of corrections. Correctional Boot Camps: Military Basic Training or a Model
for Corrections? provides the most up-to-date assessment of the major perspectives and issues related to the current
state of boot camps. The book goes beyond cursory examinations of the effectiveness of boot camps, presenting an
in-depth view of a greater variety of issues. Correctional Boot Camps examines empirical evidence on boot camps
drawn from diverse sources including male, female, juvenile, and adult programs from across the nation. The book
explores empirical research on both the punitive and rehabilitative components of the boot camp model and the
effectiveness of the "tough on crime" aspects of the programs that are often thought of as punishment or retribution,
in lieu of a longer sentence in a traditional facility. Thus, offenders earn their way back to the general public more
quickly because they have paid their debt to society by being punished in a short-term, but strict, boot camp.
Correctional Boot Camps is a comprehensive textbook for undergraduate and graduate students studying corrections
and juvenile justice. The book is also a valuable resource for correctional professionals interacting with offenders.
Military Basic Training Or a Model for Corrections?
The Environmental Psychology of Prisons and Jails
Prison Governors
Corrections
Studyguide for the Effective Corrections Manager
Encyclopedia of Community Corrections
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